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An importdnt question in resonance 4hysicd is the search fori r
the correct higher symmetry of decay vertices..) ·Something higher

than  SU(3) is ceitainly valid, and colliding lepton beams cah  ·' '

help us find out what it i .

1.  SU(6)w  AND ITS LIMITATIONS

9                The symmetry of the quark model for claisifying particle

states at rest works quite well.    In  this "rest symmetry",

U(6)1 -x U(6) 1 antiquarks
x
0(3)|L'

we have definite evidence
quarks

for a  number 'of meson and baryon multiplets, and candidates for

others, as shown  iIi Fig.  1.

Mesons Baryans

L .1         ...
L

(6,6-)-            2'12- (56,1)*

( 70 :)'1

1                                   66,6                                      c                                (70,1)7

+7
(6 ET 7 (56,1)+ (70,1)12

(56,11.
o        (6,6 3 , 4 .

> 0
M                                                                    M 11

Figure  1 ;  Classification of mesons and baryons
• according to U(6) x U(6) x 0(3). Superscripts de-

note parity.  Question marks denote possible multi-

plets still lacking most members.
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The "rest symmetry" cannot ap.ply to decays since the final

particles are in motion, and not all generators of the "rest

symmetry" commute with Lorentz boosts. Those which do commute

with boosts in a given direction (say,  2)  generate the symmetry

SU(6)w x 0(2)Lz. This symmetry is meant to apply to collinear
processes, such as decays.

An. impor.tant. limitation.of   SU(6)w   for   L% 0 states is                            +
that it conserves LZ· Hence for final L=0 states, the ini-
tial.state must have  Lz =0· This. constraint entails relations

between· two final partial waves,     s.uch    as       S       and       D       in       B +  4) Tr.

If we write the decay helicity amplitudes  gx   as

3/(15 -P COTT )            5  -D
(1)

Wo( B·  =  60 rr) S -t 2 D

in a convenient normalization, SU(6)W  predicts  g1 = 0,  or

S = D.: Experimentally gl dominates, so S =-2D.

Now,  X must be the same as Lz of the B, since the B

is classified as a state of zero quark spin.  The  SU(6)w

relation ALz=Or .then clearly forbids the decay from  X = &1.
On the other hand, when Lz(B) %0, the process is not really
collinear, since the quarks in the  B  have non-zero transverse

momentlim.

if one allows for transitions with   LJLz = fl   as well as
AL z= O ,  the net result  (for   L=0   final  states

1)-4)
3)) is

to break the link that  SU(6)w  predicts between different final

orbital angular momenta  1  (e.g.,  S  and  D  waves).  All

relations of  SU(6)w  among given  £  are preserved, however.

This seems to keep all the successes of the symmetry while

removing its failures. Successful applications have thus been
made to the following decays 2),3),5):
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3 5      L  =   1         ->       3-5T,     L=o      +   35-,    L=  0,

72, L=l --* :5, L=O + M-, L-u,.'   (2)

56,    L= 2      -4    1-9,    L= 0     + 3-5,    L= O

In the baryons evidence for the "£ broken" version of

SU(6)w  comes from the phases of resonant amplitudes in
6)TN =   Tr S These are shown in Fig. 2 for the  SU(6)w  case

and for the case (dotted arrows) where the  D/S  and  F/P  wave

relative phases are opposite to  SU(6)™.  The cross denotes the
W 7)

phase in a recent experimental analysis There is clear

evidence in favour of the "anti-SU(6)w" solutidn. Of course,

the failure to agree with even one prominent amplitude  (DD15)

is potentially very serious, and may indicate that even the
" 1 broken" version of SU(6)w· is too strong.

N(1470) N (IS-20) 8 (/620)          6( /670)fppl 1 D 513 D D 13 5931 0533
X

1-)

2-(I)ry \
-- 0-/
04                                                                               X

Y N(1670)   N(1690) N(1750) 8 (If90)       A C (950)
c'DD 1 5 F P15 Ppll FF35 FE37

0 COC  0 (5X  (!)

Figure      2:.    SU(6)w and "anti-SU(6)w" (dotted arrows)
predictions for phases of resonant amplitudes in

Tr N=  Trd . Crosses denote experimental points.
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Let us discuss some ways in which colliding lepton beams

could help answer the phase questions crucial to distinguishing

between SU(6)w and   its "£ broken version.11

2.  UNANSWERED QUESTIONS, L = 1    MESONS

a.  The B. The reaction
------

"                                   (3)ete- -> « CO' -4 BTr

would be free of some of the background complications encountered

in the usual  B  production reactions.  The unique spin-parity

of the intermediate st.ate "61," (which need not be resonant)
should make analysis of the  B  considerably simpler in reaction

(3) than in, say, rr-p -* B-p     or    pp -* B + . . .

Stored leptons become polarized with spins along the field

direction.as .a result of synchrotron radiation.  An  e+e- pair

circulating in opposite directions in the same field will end up

with spins antiparallel to·. one another. The vi.rtual single

photons from their annihilation will then also have .linear pola-

rization· alo.ng the magnetic field'axis.  The same should be true

of  the    "a)"'    in  Eq.   ( 3).

This 'isg viry useful. Depending on the aasi·ghment  of. the";      '
11    1 11state              e ., one can predict  the pion distribution in the. Pro.-

ductio4 reaction (3):

60': L=0 C J' : .   L=2 ..

SU(6)w : No     rr' s along 2 Many amplitudes, con-

clusions. depend on
Anti-SU(6.)w' ':    No. Tr'S along    2

other decay processes

Here the. beam axis i.s  2  and the magnetic field axis· is  R.
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b.   The__Al.   The "1 broken" SU(6)w predicts 2)

2 (-11 j .         C
1.0-j + 1 .   (4)

S. 4' - r rr 9 '/8-gurr

Present  data  on     7TN + (3 rr)N     show no clean resonant Al signal.

In fact, the bump in the  J  = 1  three-pion state is about
,,

400 MeV wide, while in  Z  broken  SU(6)w  one expects
2)

7(Al  -'   f Tr)£ = 0 5 1 0 0 MeV This rests on assuming

r (e  +  rl·) 5 400  MeV. A better  way  to  set the scale  of    S
wave decays would be via 7rN (980 ) = 71T.: we predict

P L A, (1070) --9 frr) 1.0 4 x ».6)    (5)
r [ TL (9 50) ->  9 IT 1

The first factor comes from the symmetry and the second frgm

phase space.

The best energy for e+e-+ TTAl '   or in fact for any
resonance production, should correspond to that in which groups

of negative-parity direct-channel resonances are expected on the

basis of Fig. 1.  With linear trajectories and exact degeneracy

of daughters, the favoured energies should be roughly

A     k      I.I     L   +0.6    Ge V l
 

f, co - like Gtates
4 Di I.  1      L   -t I.O 4-  l i te     a irites (6).

C L Lven >
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The cross-section for resonance production should thus exhibit

Wiggles up to that energy where resonances overlap so much that

classification according to the "rest symmetry" ceases to make

sense.

As an example, E -1600 and 2200 MeV should be "good"
cm

energies for
.TrA.1 production.                          -

+
c.  Neutral 1 mesons. We .are missing a partner for the                   
G P   +.+D:    I  J  =0  1  . One reaction which could probably see  both the

D  and its partner, the  D'  (as well as the  7 ,  the   ',  and
any other neutral G= + meson with. some strange quarks)  would  be

et"€-   -*  " 0 "  -7  4 Tr
6-4     16 + 16

(7)

--,7  K L.  Ks

One could detect the decay products of  X. as well to do a

complete analysis.

8)              9)·d. "Lower symmetries". There are chiral and coplanar

subgroups of the broken  SU(6)w,  consisting of different

u(3) x.uf 3)'s: Among the .seven  iddependent  decay  ainplitudes

62++ -7 I_O_

-70-0- ..

1+t -71-0- CX=/JO            (8)
0+* -i O-0-
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the chiral group gives three triangular relations and the co-

planar gives four relations, one of which is

(9).r (AY-»eTT)   r(A,, -1.K23 = 6

which holds very well.
13 u(6) w exptesses all these amplitudes

in terms of one parameter, and its 8  broken version in terms of '

two 3  If we really knew about the decays of the  1+  and 0+
mesons, we could pin down whether any of the symmetries is'worth-

while. At the moment the data are consistent with the union of

the   chiral and coplanar predictions,. whic,h turns   out   to   be    just

L broken SIT(6)w'

3.     L=2     MESONS

Almost the.first question an experimental colleague is likely

to   ask a symmet ry theorist   is:       "Why   does   the      f ' decay   to   four

pions  and not  to two?".

While  £  broken  SU(6)w  cannot answer this directly, it can

relate the decays
Jor =Al Tr       and       J)'  -+

ej) to a number of

other L= 2=L= 1 x L=0 decays, assuming·(as is popular) that the

 '   is  indeed an
L=2 state.

There  are a number of L=2 resonance candidates which seem

to decay more strongly to L=lxL=0  than to L=Ox L=0.

Specifically,

43   -7  Lo Tr   /  F Tr,  .  »  1     3 (10)
"L "  ->  w ** Tr       s e e v v t s    larhe  j

4
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and there also seems to be an  A2 7T effect somewhat above

threshold. Indeed, all of these could be threshold effects, and
+-

the first question one· would ask in  e e reactions about these

states is simply  "do they exist?".

Let us indeed assume that  -p'  is a 3Dl quark-antiquark

state and calculate its decay width into ef (the decay mode

favoured by two recent analyses).  We find, in  £  broken

SU(6)W,  that the decay

g, (L= 23   -4  ef (11)

*

proceeds purely via  D  wave;  the  S  wave vanishes in  SU(6)w

and thus continues to vanish  when we apply "1 breaking" 1

On the other hand,  we  have a radically excited   jo ' (L =0)
that can decay  into      €f   ; this decay proceeds  via    S     wave.

The.  A A S  wave width of this state is expected to be
1

comparable to its <j> width. But there seems to be little

experimental evidence for f '=Al Tr

A consistent picture can be obtained using mixing between

L = 2   and   4 = 0 (radial) excitations.    6uch  an effect means

"direct channel" e e' resonance spectroscopy is hard to inter.

pret in simple terms.  But naive quark model assignments should

be avoided in any case when such mixing is possible.

A consistency check on
r, = 62 would be to search for

W' 4 €60 , a signal we expect tg be  -1/9 as large in  e+e--,

hadrons. The study of the reactions

f'-> 6 Pi A'Tr, A,Tr,TrIT (12)
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and                                                                                                                           ...

Ir     . "co'  ->    G Co J   B rr,  y Tr (13)

with ad:equate  stat.is.t.ics is...,thue, 'a eentral part of any "direct-

channel"   e+e- = (resonance) work.

t.....     .' iI.   :p:,  0  21     ...   i  .1   .9 .·  i..:' '    . )              ...   2   pi i  2        +       Ce j   l,J      ..c  -t:    ·;Z /<

It should be stressed that channels involving   's  and

KK  pairs, as in  J ' -4 A2TT + 277'Tr  or  KK lr,  could have
cleaner resonant signals than those involving only p.ions. .,The,t

use of photon detectors (to constrain 2 + 3'8 )  and/or derenkov
counters (for kaons) would thus be helpful.

..

4.      TWO -PHOTON PROCESS'ES   -   AN.  EXAMPLE·.

It  has been mentioned that efte- + e e- +hadrons .-,is.,.a .,
fo)

possible sour.ce.of C.=.+ neutral state.s  ·. .  Le.t .us. j:ust... ,.,_, ,
consider one example,. the case .of, the  f ..                 ,.0 -

Let the  fo be formed by two transverse photons acting aa

  's   or c·J '.' s..4.Ih"  ·'.t·'broken  SU(60\V
th.e.-hellibity amplitudes

for its formation· by transve·rse photons ·are·:

X= i.2:   91,-1 = 3-1,1   = S I D .

f 1.4)

A =0     :    9: ,I  =  9 -1,-1   -      (S  +a D)  .

4           In the SU<6)W limit, with  S=D,  the  f  is formed only with

A  = 0    in the Y T c.m. On the other hand, let us recall

Eq. (1) for the decay B-+ Wrr .  If this decay is mainly trans-

verse, Eq. (14) tells us that the  f   will mainly be formed
with A =f 2.
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The distributions of decay pions are of course very dif-

ferent:
:

7z
» 0:     vo  (e)   "   L  3  coS' e  -  11

("So (6)-   t f k e  " ) (15)

" \AR *2: W (e)  .  si",40    ('4*1, - 50(6)    j

Td conc'lude:

i) colliding lepton beams are. a likely source of the mesons

in whose properties we are interested;

ii)  production experiments seems to be.much.richer than

formation ones, and

iii)  it probably pays to concentrate more on unanswered but

impgrtant questions about the  L =1   (positive-parity)

mesons.  The L 22 mesons may turn out to be too compli-

Gated to interpret at present.

..         In the baryons we have certainly pasfed with

some success from "b.ump-hunting" to detailed spectroscopy..

Calliding lepton beams may make a similar step for the

mesons (already begun in some hadronic reactions) consi-

:derably easiert
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SUMMARY OF THE FIRSY SESSION

The impression one gets from this week's meeting is one of

great optimism. The unification of the weak and electromagnetic

interactions, and the study of hadron structure using these inter-

actions, are indeed making progress.  These are certainly am-

bitious projects, and we should not be discouraged if they some-

times move more slowly than we would like.

From the experimental side, the present action is certain-"          "

ly in neutrino physics. The use of polarized lepton beams and

polarized proton targets is another technique that will be very

useful in the "second generation" deep inelastic scattering

experiments.

Mbre  in the future, the plans for colliding beam. f.acilities

at SLAC, Orsay, DESY and Adone should give us,a particularly.

pure source of hadrons. These ·can be studied in their own ,

right as well as being of interest- with respect to their elec-

tromagnetic ·production.

Will some attempt be. made in the future to co-ordinate the.

efforts of the various colliding beam groups? It appears tthhat

from the standpoint of energy and intensity, for example, Orsay

will be in the best position to do resonance physics, while,the

highest energy machines might do well to concentrate on precise

measurements·of more collective features of hadron production:

total cross-sections (to determine the charges of hadron constit-

dents), multiplicities, etc.  There is potential here either for.

serious and unnecessary duplication or for· a great variety of

experiments. Interesting effects can always be confirmed at

other laboratories when needed.
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Some theoretical questions are very urgent right now. ·The .

reason they are urgent in the case of unified weak and electro-

magnetic theories is that we are waiting for experiments to

tell us where  to go. There  are many theories  "on the market".

The clash between the "triplet" nature of the hadrons and the

"quartet" nature of the leptons suggests that if the two aro
'.

to behave similarly iM these theories, some new degree of

freedom must exist in one case or the other.

We are thus waiting for:

-  W'S  f+  or  -);

-  Zo's  (neutral);

-  heavy leptons;

-  charmed particles (funny hadrons);

all of which probably live too short a time to make.a track.  In

fact, supp6se one discovered a  W  with mass 37.5 GeV (or

37.5 ·/2 GeV) . Would this eliminate  all our difficulties?   I am

not sure it would, as the degrees of freedom in the gauge theories

still seem rather large.  Fortunately the fact that several

neutral current experiments will be feasible in the very near

future may add to our knowledge, but still not, I am afraid,

enough to guess the "right" theory.

In the meantime it.looks best to adopt a "do-it-yourself"

attitude toward such gauge theories. We have seen general pres-

criptions for constructing.such theories.  Every interested

theorist might keep in his desk his favourite version of such a

theory·, to be compared with the eventual experiments that make

the whole class of such theories likely.

One can invent nightmares:  a  W  with mass 5 GeV, or a W

which refuses to be seen even in a 200 GeV + 200 GeV colliding

proton beam experiment. I am sure that if either were the case,

Nature would be kind enough to show us a theory even more

:7
\,

7                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           7
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attractive than those we have seen in the past couple of years.

Suppose, for example, the  W  were not a pole at all, but that

weak interactions were moderated by boson pairs leading to a

Cut. I am sure such perversity would only look perverse on the

surface. "Nature is subtle,  but  she '·is not malicious".

Thanks to electron and neutrino "microscopes", we already
have a rough picture of the hadron as seen by cuErents.  (The
hadron as seen in couplings to other hadrons is somewhat dif-

ferent.)  In fact, a recent poll ("sondage") of the contents

of the proton indicated the following percentages:

inert matter 36% 1
non-strange quarks

46%   (M. Gourdin,this conference)
strange quarks and antiquarks 17%

non-strange antiquarks 1% J

This is very far from the popular assignment

proton=100% non-strange quarks.

In  fact,  the two descriptions  are in terms of different quarks:
the so-called "current quarks" and "constituent quarks", res-

pectively. Some consequences of the transformation connecting

the two have been mentioned here in the context of purely

hadronic interactions.

+-Inclusive inelastic lepton scattering and  e e experiments

will play a role in testing specific dynamic models of the

hadrons.  They are less useful in guessing about basic constit-

uents.  Here, parton physics rests on shaky ground:  field theory
4

refuses' to co-operate. It is not clear which we should abandon.

r.1

The interaction of currents of low  QC  with hadronic matter

remains a puzzle only when viewed quantitatively. I think we

would all agree  that  the  fact  that   f ,    Al ,    and   poles
account for nearly 4/5 of  S ( Sp) remains a remarkable suc-
cess of vector dominance. Dual models may be our best eventual
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guide to the interpolation between. photoproduction and "deep

inelastic" scattering. Unfortunately, they are still in their

infancy, despite a life of nearly five years. Such models
+-

could.also.describe  e e annihilation into hadrons. I would

not be surprised if both resonance physics and statistical ideas

were valid, each being more useful in a particular region.

.

What·have we.·learned from this particular meeting about.

the  above · problems? Such problems are also discussed at length

at conferences.  The unique feature of this meeting (speaking

as a first-time participant) seems.to be its intimacy and in-

formality. One does not .feel embarrassed to ask unconventional

questions., We can freely assume, for the purpose of discussion,

that:

_    mW= 5  GeV;
- two-photon exchange dominates deep inelastic scattering;

 erenkov counters can be placed all around any apparatus

whatsoever;

-  monochromatic neutrino beams can be used in bubble chamber

exposures.

It is up to our colleagues to convince us otherwise, if  

they can. Such free discussions between theorists and experi-

mentalists are both a source of criticism and of motivation for

future work... Tho spirit of Moriond" is unique. I hope it"

will sustain ··us· through the year along after the beneficial

effects of imountain  air  and ·fine hospitality  have  worn  off.

For.the ·latter, I would like .to thank especially Dr. and Mrs.
/

Tran Thanh Van, .Mlles ·Marie Paule Cotten, Evelyne Hanquart and

Nicole Ribet, and our hosts M. and Mme Raiberti, who have made

our stay here..so worthwhile.

R'1'
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